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Strider Given Root
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O'Leary R eplaces Sky High

by Hank Turnp ike
Rob 0'Lear y will replace Scot Skysee a paral lel to Elijah Perish Lovelace here ,
': High as Executive Chairperson because of
fre edom of the press and all that. "
1 a Stu-A election fraud . This fraud swindle
Al Maverswa ck , Chairperson of th e
was discovered bya YECHO investigation.
Government Department , found time to
: Ex-Executive Chair person Squid
relate the entire situation to the "moti on
Molehill was responsible for the faulty
of th e cosmos and his conception of the )
election results . When informed of the
Platonic Cave." He concluded by askin g
discovery, he exclaimed , "That 's imposfor "comments , questions?" His illustri siblej I cQunted all of the votes personalous colleague, Chipperoo House found ¦
ly." He continued , "Well , .perh aps there
was a mix-up, I guess I just wasn't myself." the discovery a hopeful sign to "rising
radi cal , leftist groups. " Profess or Roger .
Skyhigh was "bummed" when told
Blowen 'agreea with House , "ais much
.that he was no longer an:important figureas
he hated to."
head oh campus. Nonetheless , he was quit e
Ex-Ex Molehill will have to appear
pleased th at the YECHO had taken the
before the Stii-J Board before he gradu -.
initiativ e to find the truth of the matter .
ates. The college psychologist explained ,
In coming Chairperson p'Eear y could his motive as a "d esire to stay in thc pubhot f ind "enough to say' about the discovery lic eye ," arid revealed that it was Molehill
He said ,\ "I' m there , I m all over it—in a
himself : who fed the scoop to the eager
big way!" He outlined his plans for the . "
" Sperm " .
upcoming semester which include a Stu-A
The YECHO probe of illegitimate
jeu y bean part y to help make up for the Stu-A action will continue until the entire
undetermin able deficit incurred this vear .
situation is clarifi ed. Margaret Blunders ,
He ialsb wUl propose a nomination prbcetss
YE CHO edit or , cited that "the main prob ¦• . for Stu-A officers as this year 's elections
lem is to locat e the Stu-A constitution ,"
• were clearl y a farce.
r
which has app arentl y¦ been missing for "Sperm " Linsk y; the YEGH O report
'," "' : '
years. ' '
Y
I' - er in charge of tlie investigation stated , "I

A Bid Eor Excellence

By Spam spam spam spam
jobs are jeserved fof workers with seniority. 1
- . - Colb y s president , Robert E. L. •
^
Striker was morie titan a Btde nriiffe d
Strider , did not retire , but was forced to
at the decision to end his preside ncy, noting
resign when it was discovered he does not
that he has greatl y increased the endowhold a Ph. D., a Yectip investigative ¦¦report¦
ment and built a theatre and three build.:«.
ing team discovered yesterday.
•
ings during his term.
. Until recentl y, no one questione d
"That may be so ," saidChairman of
the diploma han ging qri Stridor 's wall from
the
Board
.Boob Antho ny, "bu t it 's a well"La
Salle
the
Matchbbok-c over College
known fact that people withou t Ph. D.'s are
Presid ent School." A telephone call to
totall y incompetent.
that presti gious institution revealed that
Alread y a stud ent petition has been
Strider did , in fact , attend the college but
circulated
calling for Stridor 's reinstatement.
was expelled. An LMCPS admissions offiIts
organizer
, Chris Noodles, infamous cam- .
cer said: "St rider? Oh , yeah. He got kicked
pus instigator , reports that over three stu^
out for forming a punk-op era group called '
dents have signed it. Noodles commented :
RELS Angels.'*
"I'd just like to say that the petition drive
Confr onted with the evidence , Strider
was conducted in a responsible manner.
could only admit to his lack of education.
Every person who signed has seen President
"I' ih hist sur prised no one suspected before
RELS on campus , heard of President RELS ,
now, he said, a large tear streaki ngthe '
or been inside of Eustis."
safety pin stuck in his left cheek. _
There is still hope for RELS , though.
The Faculty Cbrrunitte on PromoAccordin g to Colb y 's tenure-granting protions and Tenure "had no choice but to
cess, he can overrule his own dismissal. As
rescind Stridor 's tenure ," accordin e to
of how, however , he has no plans to do so.
Bean df Facult y Dead jens on. "We did
"I' ve never had any reason to doubt the
offer him a job as second-floor maid in
integrit y of the tenure committees , and I'm
pana;Hall , but he held but for a position
not about to start now." he said.
in-Majy Low. TJnfortuha tely, Mary Low '

Administration
Plans Union

By Tor que
'In response to claims of "harassment '
and "unfair conditions ," members of Colb y 's administrati on have taken steps towards
' oining the International Motherh ood of
iJeansters. '
When.aske d how members of management could join a lab or union , movement spok esman Biff "Little Napoleon"
Boredom , Colby 's Head of Securit y, said ,
"If tlie workers can get snooty ana join a
union then dammit , so can we."
(Boredom is currentl y circulating a
petition amon g administration members
which claims , ^'Workers muttering behind
our ba cks, nasty looks , poor attendance
at the emp loyee's picnic and ot her forms
of harassment have led us to this unprecedented and thitherto (sic) never consi- dered action. "

Backlash
Colby President Robert "The General" Strider said he decid ed to join the
union b ecaus e "It used to be nice around
her e, we were all one bi g happy fa mily. •
Now the kids are actin g disrespectfull y
to their elders and it's time we took some
action. "
Rea ched at his estate on Boothbav
Harbor , Beanster spokesm an Tony "He 's
no goon , he's my bro t her " Pizzalus o said
"I' ve never seen an example of such stupidity as this. What do they give out with
the coffee up there in Eustis , funny sugar
cub es?"
Bean of Students Earl " Sorry, it's
Social Pro " Dish said he couldn 't comment
on the union dri ve "for the record ," but
said that he thought it was an "interes ting
situation which will obviously require the •
attention of those involved and concer ned. "
When ask ed if he planned to ioin the new
union. Dish said , "I don 't reall y know, they
haven 't asked me to join yet. But that 's the
' way that it is around here. They just think
that Beans are second class citizens, ''
President-elect William "jus t send me
the bill " Cotter rPin , reached by messenger
monkey in J uampeloni , Africa said that he
YECHO reporters attempted to find '
found dieiwhole situation "shocking and
some students - any students - to ask th eir
silly beyond credible belief. I am amazed
opinion on this move. But we were unable
at the raw stup idity of those involved in
to do so, All students were frantically studythis inane issue. I have tendered my resigning in the library , where they have remained
ation effective today and I wish my hands
without moving (except for classes) since
of all you cretins at Colby."
school began eight months ago. None would
"Besides ," Cotter-Pin added , "There
look up from their reading or writing long
is
more
action with the pygmies, both in' .,
enough to say an&hing.
tellectual and social , in one day here in
^
Wh en reached by messenger boa conAfrica than in Aquaville in a month ."
strictor , in Scooby-dooby-dboby Land , Africa,
The Bojcd of Lustees apof mcedJ
J residen t-clect Bill "voo-doo " Cott er replied ,
, in a st at emen t 'signed by ChoiirwuTof the
Bored, Bob "The Big Boss " Anstorung, tha t
&rm*U for innovation. This 'U help im prove
iColby s national and international rep utation
R ELS will now serve as "Presiden t for
At last , everyone will know what a Colby
Life "* at Colby,
College (it 's in Maine ¦nor thern U.S.) is/" v
^
Contin ued on page f our
•&_e_l_A___J __ -__

Bun gle Report Raises CoursesLoad

In an innova tive move designed to
put Colby in the forefront of small liberal
ar t s colleges, the EGC (Education is Gross
, Crap ) committee annou nced today it-wou ld
be revic winf the Bungle report for possible
implementation 'on this campus, ' The repo rt
calls for a gradua tion requirements of
.
3 ,000 credit hours for all past , presen t , and
(future graduates of Colby College^; ]; ;i ;^. ; ;
¦;.: ¦' i' W hen asked whyrthe EGC was con' sidering such a pfoposal , Chairman Dead
J cnson stated , rt Ban-bu tta-buh-but- , I t is my
contention that this- prbpdsdl is perfe ctty
y j i nbrdcr ,!^He:weritlb n' to add; ^actually , ,'
Vm of two mlndi about this . I haven't decided exact; ly which twb .thisyJU be-.yetj but
Ml-Iet,you lmbw.. .^.c^
^- ; rtesideht RE
. .

by Don 't Touch Me There
fame) was clearly quite proud of the fact
that the EGC was considerin g such a move.
"I' ve always considered myself very fortunate to have taken part , in some small
way in Colb y's first experimental program tha t of the Jarr Ski Plan . Of course , as you .
know * this pr ogram has proved to be highly successful in\colleges Dixid universities
across the countr y; And Colby was the r
first to do this. hfoyv we have another op* - Sortunity before us to change the future
irection of higher education ; And I'm
just as pleased about it as I can be. "
v^ ChMrmahbf the Board bf Ttustees
Boob Antho ny was reportedl y pleased a- :
bout the new plan. HisUit
only comment to
the ^YjM Wtl ^Xt
Colby wHlfhitaj r
, be a better schoolthan Harvard or Yale!"
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Colby Goes Nuclear
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¦ BY J ohn Smedgint on
act or , yet to be name d, will be construc ted ,
"
"
in a closet in second floor Roberts . Excess
,
With fuel oil prices constand y on "
the rise , Colby has found a way to beat the " hot wate r from bot h react ors will be cooled
in J ohnson Pond .
Arabs while holdin g tuition fees down.
The 12 firemen cur ren tly employed ,
Two small nuclear reac tors , of the fiske
y
Buildi
ngs and Groun ds will ta ke summer
sion breeder type , will be construc ted on
b
When ^s d
ineer
ing.
tomic
eng
in
a
cour
ses
campus and are slat ed t o begin opera t ion
abou t this, B & G fireman J im Nelson saidbut,
by next J anuar y. Plant Super , Stanley Pal"sure , we 'll mak e a few mistakes at first ,
mer said "Thes e two reac tors will erad icate
the necessity of a $600 tuition hike they 'd
but , well get the hang of it. "
planned for next year , and hold heatin g and
Ansel Grind , head of B & G , said , "I
lightin g expenses down over the years to come think we've got every availabl e problem
, ironed out except for ,the pr oblem ot luei. .
We recognize tie fact that atomic ener gy
' is a subjec t of controvers y ri ht-now
Well need U-235, in an oxide form and you
g
, but
.
can 't buy it in this country. "
tha t is one of t he t wo reasons we're gettin g
Ground s is curr ently
and
Build
ings
these reactors so chea p. The other reason-is
checking with the consulat es of such Third .
tha t they 're both experimental models. "
powers as India , Brazi l, and *
Curren t plans are to house the "J ames World nuclear
to see if they have any for sale.
,
Pakis
tan
Gillespie Memorial Reac t or " inside the
Palmer said "I hear a lot of studen ts
water tower on top of Runnals Hill. This
say
B
& G never ge» anything done. I think
-- reac tor will serve the lightin g and heating
'l
l
t
hey
be pretty nappy to hear we 're saving
, needs of 70% of the campus. A second re:
"
them money. " .
r*

v

•
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The "zip " in Zip Code sta nds for
Zonin g Improvement Plan.
"Sequoia " is tie only seven-letter
word in-the English language that contains
"
all five vowels.
- _

Mandato ry AntvNuke Equipment raises tuition

Accordin g to a repor t in the current
issue of Archi ves of Derma tology a team of
doctors have discovered that some peop le
are aller gic to their under wear.

My bro ther Crate occasionall y, when
he was younger , would take leave of his

by SIobb erini
Averill and J ohnson suffered considBoth pilot-bombadeers were appreerable dama ge on T uesday night as a resul t
hended
and questioned about their unusual
of helicop t ers crashing int o the third floor ';¦ " acitivities.They claim that the Maine Farmers
"Society commissioned them to ' test the predome windows of the dorms. Additional
harm was incurred due to wat er balloons
cision wat er balloon bomb possibili ties. The
thrown by the pilot-bombadeers of the hel- Societ y hopes to use t he bombs t o provide
icopters. The crash es did not hurt the resirrigation and to bathe their cows.Uoted
^ one of the bombadeers: "We still have to •
iden ts of the dorms or the pilots.
.
The bombings were the work of the • solve the proble m of maki ng a cow stand
precision water balloon bombin g branch of : still when he sees a water balloon bomb cot he Maine Farmer 's Society. Both dorms
ming from a hundred! feetabove. "
survived the ordeal , but now each have a
One of the bombadeers (whose
helicop ter stuck in one of their windows.
names
are being wi t hheld for securi ty
The/helico pters made their shattering enreasons) stated : "You Colby kids have
trance at eight pm on Tuesday night . Afte r
your Colby night at ' t he movies , we
the helicopters were lodged , the pilots en- '• thou ght we 'd tr y this ." Agreed his /
tered the dorms , strolled down the halls
..companion
in crime : "Me and Bess.
v
throwing water balloon bombs and shout : well , we thoug ht this 'd be fun for the
1
"
ing : "Look out , water balloon heyah . Ap- entire family..."
_ '_ '. ;.•
proximately eight balloons were thrown in
Residen ts of the dor m have overcom e
each dorm.
their shock and returned to their nearl y funcNo one at J ohnson noticed the crash
tioning state. R. A. Anrigie Tyler claims: . "Hey,
or the subsequen t balloo nings , and signifithe kids took this ail in stride , they didn 't let
J
ohnson
cant water damage resulted. One
the
water balloon bombi ngs put a damper on
residen t admitted that she heard the crash ,
them
...but we are having problems with rebig
basebut: "Ithough t it was jus t a really
enactments of the killer water balloonings... "
ball .'.." - ^
v.
The pilot-bombade ers will bebrought
Another J ohnsonite kept a water balt o trial some t ime next week , and will pro loon bomb claiming "I t makes an awesome
bably be blasted heavil y for their actions. Un,
, , ;, ' lax-ball! "
At Averill , howevec , the students were til that time beware : precision water bal- .
more prepared . The residen t SWAT team was loon bombing may become the next item on
ah ever growin g list of society 's (especiall y
able to cautiously untie the balloons using
's Socie ty)¦ intrusions on
¦
tweezers and ten-foot poles, and drain the , the Maine ¦ Farmer
''
"
wat er ont o t he bombadeer , thereby success- Colby . .
\. . : / [ ¦ ' ¦
¦ ' ' ¦/ '
¦ " " ¦' •
•'Ai
full y hal ting the assault.
Pounded in 1877, the ECHO b published weekly, except during vacations and
cxarotoatioa periods, by the undents of Colby College.All.conctpondcfice should be
*Mi*__*dto Editor, Colby ECHO, ColbyCollege,Wtterville, Maine, 04901. The ECHO
is itpmeated by the CeUefe Advertising Sendee and the Nations! Educational Advcrt iiIng Service, Ipc. for nadond idvmWng. En tered ,as second dan mail at Waterville,¦ M rinc
'
OWOI. Subscription- tie available u $6.30 per year ;; M/jSnundci s,-Editor. :. , :, ::-..
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mental faculties and launch into exorbi tant schemes.
He once decided to give the family
car a complet e "going over " when my
Earen ts weren 't around . On thejtest run ,
by Ad Vanqed Senioriti s
e drove around the block , butlis he turned
If you reall y want to impress your
into
the driveway it became painfully apfriends , don 't call it "tennis elbow. ' . Tell "
paren t that he had neglected to .pu t the
them you have epicondylitis. It 's what hapbrake appara tus back in. His parked bicycle,
pens with the epicond ylitis , the bony bind
the fence , and the poles holding up the
ing in the elbow that connec ts the forearm
clothes lines terminated his voyage.
muscles, when inflamed .
.
As'if you ^
column
is a iumble of several differen t The Situation : You 're driving a huge
I
this
• hydroplane at 175 miles per hour on a test topics. Because this is the last Echo
the
last
Echo
school
year-no
t
tb
mention
I run; all systems are working normall y when for me-I decided to use all the bits arid
; a boat crosses in front of you , leaving a
p ieces lef t in my idea file. (Perha ps for
I • wavethat you knowyoii're going to hit. '
somebody to expound on next year ).
:
The React ion: You really. dpn 't have
I would like to thank all of my
1 that much time to think about it. You
readers , especially t hose who-wen t out of
going to
thei r way t;o make comments. My deepest
[ i' think some t'hing like "Boy' is' t his
'
' ..rti be weird ." . /
titude goes to J oyce Glassock , who has
gra
-rt
^
• met my late deadlines with weekly illus;
I
A mosqui to has 47 teeth.
trations. Take care
- : -»-*.__l_
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Br east v ¦{;[ 0;\
¦
Next year , several students will be: .; ;610 Kennedy Memor ial Dr. ;
I •
rooming in Eustis, because of an error iri
¦
V
¦
'
¦^¦
; v ;;¦
'
^
.l. '^W^y^u^^ lTf'^'
Room Dra w procedure . According to As- ¦ h. : •
:
¦;./¦
'
:
'
'
'
'
•
.
>rt
.
.
:•;;/•<;¦
?
..
.4'
Irt/
r
rt
;:rt
•:
.
.
.
.
-\ .
sociate Bean of Students Janice Shortz ing- ;!,' '
.
w.Mff il •>¦
,'' er, the mistake was entirely
the fault of '
, the computer system. ¦ ¦ '¦[;
'
. '.'. .-¦
¦¦ : ' '
' ¦;
'
;'
"I apologize tb any studentis . who ni^ ;£& &' . ' . ' Vi 'v '/V.;, *• .; rt , ./ : 'rt ^'i^^rt - '-/ !:iPizza1br;;SandwWtri
iw
|
be incohveiiienced , and I plan to make m y , S ;
office especiall y cozy for the trwo' footba ,n i , : ;_____ •#¦ ¦>-; . ^ . :; _> ;;j . M "'0: . • '. - :rt#' .rtfertrt ¦ I'
'^¦¦HBHHH ^HHMB>HMBHnHHHMRnn_H_a_
HHIH _Hl ^r "
players who will be rooming
there ," :;she ;^;
,
:
:
.
'
'
v
'
'
.
;
:
/
;
,
saioi . ' .
/
. . . :''
.:. >X ;i v-' '^ ;. ;'rt V
President-e lect Cotter was surprising ly r
i enthused about the mix-up ; ,^tliis will really : iopen up communication lines between stu-¦%- . \
dents and the admihistrati bn ^he said; VI :i*
\ ___________________ Hw "_IV^_________________________rtn ' ' h j ' ¦¦' . ' ... ¦'
; Kadbeen pJanri ing ^o mbve:ra Vbffice intb ;1 ;
KDR , but now I see that won't be rieccs- f ' 'v '
saryi I' m alread ifr 'fbrmulating plans fbrthe 'rt v
first dorm pyra mid partyr iwc 'lLhave k<^;; !rtrt 3f^fifi _l_^_^_^_^_^_^_l^_|J^^__^_^_^_l^?''r t#rt 'i'l_F fc ___ IC fit '¦¦ i; iri the,basement arid work up to bongs on <( ; 'i¦¦
the fburth floor , Tha tway ^ bvthbt ^e^ r*^ ;. S
people ge<up ^here; ' they1l rcdlly .he.Wghl; r v • ' ^for #eat'*tyleM 4^
¦ ¦H
2;
a Bi, thW WJ olte'j f^itM ^fa ^:.^-^ . ;^
; ,,.;. ; So far/art estimated
Sdt. ^j; ^en|s!liave ;' ^
;requ ested hbiisihglri ^Eiistis^^ ehbip
¦ bunk in tHtsecbnd; floor Men 's'Rb bm;'. Vi e;/
. said two p6rt ; younj;membero of iTldghrbh :^i
:¦,
IISMotnS.. 'Wa .^
;• sorority. .; -J ft.fa^eat ' way^^^^
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The Last Straw

l ::; ,:' . ' rt ' -;:
LGA. : - ' ' : ;. Abolished
by Roto Rooter
For Lambda Chi Alpha, the end has¦ ,
finally come. Bean Smith announced to- day that the college had formall y revoked
the fraternity 's charter, and that the house
to badly needed study
would be converted
space. ' ' " .' ¦ '
• . . ¦ '¦ «•
Lambda Chi President Dickson Smati
said, "I am deeply saddened by this news.
We have tried very hard to fix things up
making
this year, and I thought we were
things
other
said
some
"
He
good progress.

' Bean Smith responded "yes, it 's
true, the Choppers made great improve- '
merits, this year, and we helped them' out
by reinstating their charter and removing
them from social probation, but we were
just kidding, all along. We had really planned
to abolish them from the start , hee-hee!
At a special meeting held yesterday,
the Deans listed their grievances against
the fratern ity: "SinatTs too short" said
Dean Grillespie. Bean Smith added "I was
particularly pissed-off when they ran out
of booze at Bison Night. There's no excuse
for that!"
But the maj or incident contributing
to the chapter's demise was the behavior
of the brothers when a small grass fire
broke out on the third floor.on Friday
night." The fire was quickly extinguished
and no one was hurt.
But, according to Associate Dean
Sights-on-a-hlur, "as soon as the fire broke
out, one fraternity member rah and set •
off the fire alarm, while several others
grabbed fire extinguishers and started
spraying them around. A fire is serious
business, and it's no time to be fooling
withthosealanns!"
The members who "tampered with"
fire extinguishers have each been fined
$100. for their part in extinguishingthe
blaze. _

¦
.
lli u.> i».«!««..»,._.,,.
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Photo by NeilArmstrong

Lambda Chi's re-^BVTT-alto Bean Smith's announcement

Vandalism Solution:

Fra ts To Be Liquidate d
by Minnesota Shorts
only residents of Fort Weird participated in the poll. "We feel the students
In a measure planned to termiall
memcampus,
on
vandalism
who
live in Fort Weird are truly reprethe
nate
sentative of the entire campus, ' she
bers of Colby's nine fraternities will
be executed. The mass-extermination
ssid
One Fort Weirdo commented:
was planned after the results of a stu"Fraternities? What are fraternities?"
dent questionnaire revealed that 97% of
Another agreed. "Like, I didn't
of the student population feel "frat •
even know there were buildings on the
men should be mashed into little bits."
other side of the library.",
Margaret Blunders, the student
Stu-A Executive Chairperson
said
survey,
special
who organized the
Scot Skyhigh was at first pleased by
she thinks the results are a true indithe decision. "It's encouraging that
cation of student opinion. Further
students are working together to make
questJonningrevealed, however, that

"Fant asia"was
never like this...

Crossword on pag e 2

' Bruno Bozzerto's GEj|]

I

Colby the community it should be. I
applaud Margaret Blunders and all the
students who participated-Hey! Wait
a minute! I'm a member of a fraternity!" He went on and on to say "I
object strenuously to this action. Nowhere is it sanctioned in Robert 's
Rules of Order. "
The fraternity members will be
executed by firing squad tonight at
midnight in the Robinson Room of the
the Library. Library Director Stew
DeviledHam explained : "We're hoping
the executions will draw attention to
our special collection of rare hooks
with fine bindings."
Following the event will be a
reception on Frat Row, to be concluded by the detonation of all fraternity houses.
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r t / hy Margaret
! O
A group of approximately 700 Colby
:* women raided Useless today, throwing all
male administrators but the window, and"
then
conducting consciousness-raising worko
-'
'
i o shops"for all secretaries./ .
icq
!R

:&*

It was rumored that the women were
angered by the administration's inaction on
a proposal to change the students' first year --title from "freshman " to "fresh person."

Blunders
/ '
story..I remember back in 1871 when women
were first admitted to Colby College .. . "
When reached in the heart of the Congo
by messenger crocodile, Colby 's now deposed
18th president Bill "pygmy " Cotter sent back
a message saying "Hey, that's great. With the women in Useless, we'll really be able to communicate. This'U really open up our dialogue.
, ;
Great."

•Union-

.Students laugh as Stu-J sentence is carried out on campus drug dealer

Colby Senior Wins:

Stud Of The Year

A Colby senior was recently selected
as one of the nation's most outstanding
young men.
Tom "Goodlook" Murfley has been
named Stud of the Year by Goodyear Tire
Company. The six-foot sex symbol was
chosen from among three thousand contestants from Maine to Hawaii.
When asked what prompted him to
enter the competition , Murfley explained ,
"It wasn't my idea.My fan club first suggested it. I thought they were crazy but
finally they talked me into going for it."
The young collegiate spent a week
in Florida preparing for the contest. It
meant hours of sunbathing and rigorous
exercise.
"It was d'efinitely worth it," said
Murfley. The Stud of the Year title won
him two appearances on the popular NCB
daytime show "The Mating Game." He
will also be featured in the June issue of
Playgirl as a model_for the
~ centerfold . In
addition , he was awal3ed $9,d.00 in cash
prize to be spent as he wishes.
A resident of Gurlinton; Mass.,
Murfley plans to apply the money toward
graduate study at Macho Institute of Sex-
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uality. There he hopes to further research
his theory that, according to recent studies, females should not be acknowledged
in society. Murfley gained admission to •
the institute of higher learning when he
proved through personal experience his
personal belief that women in general are
not only boring but useless.
"I can live without 'em," he claims.
"I've always tried to ignore them-it's a
simple matter of pretending they don 't
exist. It drives the women crazy."
Murfley is best known on college
campuses throughout the country for his
great contribution to the "Abolish Sex"
campaign which he himself initiated several years ago. Since then, Murfley. has .
made numerous guest appearances to speak
on the topic based on personal experiences.
He is convinced that the novel he recently
completed , entitled "How to Be A Stud ,"
will oe a bestseller. . rt
A member of Zeto Psu fraternity,
the blond , blue-eyed collegiate declined a
nomination to enter the "Mr. America"
contest to be held this summer in Hollywood, California. "It would be a waste of
time," said Murfley, who has already accepted a full-time position to coach heavyweight contender Dom Ruddier to the
World Title next season.
Persons wishing to join the newlyformed Murfley Fan Club are encouraged
to write to the following address for a
non-refundable lifetime membership plus
a life-size autographed poster:

Women's Organization lieaders Spacie
I
Stuttered and Antsy Bloody Hell called for
yesterday's takeover to draw attention to
Continued fro m p age one^ '
women's pathetic situation at Colby. Blood y-.::
HeU commented, "Well* the men have been
''Even though J love Ho-Jo's catered
in control of this college since the early .
food ,"he added , R we just_ cah ?t afford an1800's. So we should at least be able to con- other search process now that Cotter-Pin
trol it for the next 150 years."
has backed out. Cotter-Pin has used his influence to get Idi Amin's old outfits and
furniture so RELS can feel he's really a
Faculty advisor Thrillus Mannicotti,
"President for Life."
when asked tor her comment on the takert When asked ifhe planned to join
got
the
women
time
"It's
about
over, yelled,
the
new adminstrative union, or if the \
organized around here. This is fantastic. It's
planned a similarmove ,-Anstoning
Bored
the sixties all over again. I'm psyched.rWe'll ; replied, "I don't think I have to answer
show those pigs. Don't you love it?"
that type of . question. Then again maybe
I do. Okay, we are thinking about it and
will
form a committee to digest the situ' Yecho reporters discovered several dazed
;
tion. How's that?" . ;
r .
administrators wandering around the campus I
News of the impending unionization
after the event looking totally lost. Said for-\ turned the campus into a hotbed of contro
mer President RELS;(of RELS Angels fame), yersy last week. B & G workers, mobiliz- "Where ami? Nothing looks familiar. Some- ing against the union move, stepped up
their campaign against the proposed union,
how things look different from my office
sending a barrage of nasty office memos,
window. How do I get to my house from
here?"
increasing name-calling, gravel-throwing
and writing obscene remarks about Boredom anid Plant Engineer Flan "The Big „
Wrench" Calmer on the walls of B & G " "
Former Dead Head Schmensen j ust
executive washrooms. In an isolated act
repeated over and over "This is ridiculous.
It s ludicrous. Women are so frivolous."
I of anti-union vandalism, Saran Wrap was
|found stretched across the toilets in Eus- Former Assistant to the RELS Rickie
tis.
Oyer was heard to say, "Let me tell you a

STUD OF THE YEAR FAN CLUB
c/o Glamburboys Anonymous
Hunksville,
Delaware 28875
mummmmmmmmmmmnmmminmmiimiimm
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Colby's multi-faceted President Cotter
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Cd iiMitutwnality Of
YECMO Mass Suicide

/

by Shue Raren
you read the letter again?"
In response to the Stu-A act
which requires that officers of all
. As the serious debate over the
legality of the editors' act continued ,
clubs ana organizations be elected
Cultural Life Chairperson Blenda
by their members, the YECHO editors
rdecided last Monday night to commit
Blowing interrupted to correct the
second sentence of the suicide note.
mass suicide.
"There's a split infinitive in that senLed by Editor-in-Chief Margaret
tence that really bothers me," she
Blund er , who nominated suicide as
said. "I'd like to move that
the solution to the current debate be¦ we cortween Stu-A and the YECHO, the other
rect it."
-. . , - - '
editors were left with no choice but
Social Life Chairperson Eric
to recognize her editorial prerogative.
Err-person apologized tor not having
'¦- -'. ' ;'. After passing out cups of Smela major concert at the suicide. "I
tried to get the Guyana Glee Club,
ler s grape drink, the editors dedicated
but th ey were already booked. Betheir final toast to Stu-A, freedom of
side, I'm trying to raise the Dead
the press, and Elijah Perish .Lovelace.
for next year.
Discovered the next morning by a janAcademic Chairperson Y-ball
itor, the editors were beyond aid.
Lotus ended rumors that the editor• A'suicide note discovered among
might receive academic credit for
the bodies was read at the next Stu-A
their art. "I've already checked with
meeting by Executive Chairperson Scot
the EGC," he reported,"and as far
Skyhigh. It read: "Stu-A has destroyed
as we can tell, they aren 't eligible.
our .elitiest organization. It's no fun to
. However, it could be classified as
be an editor anyrriore-we can't take the
¦fi eld, experience, in which case they
pressure!"
could receive credit if they get perTreasurer Glenn Immoral was the
mission from the registrar."
first to break the stunned silence by
As the meeting erupted into
saying, "I think we have a problem here..
wild speculation over this new plot by
Stu-A policy clearly indicates that clubs
iby the YECHO editors to undermine the
may not use Stu-A funds tor refreshthe credibility of the Stu-A, Scot
ments. We'll have to fine them." _ .N
Skyhigh was heard to mutter "Those
Committee Chairperson Clod
editors won't get any funding next
Marshmallow added , , 'rd like to deyear from mer ' And Scoop Ronabate this suicide issue a little further.
hue, Publie Information Crtairpersbn ,
I thirik we have to determine if the
slipped out the door giggling with
YECHO editors ajre allowed to do this
glee. "Wait until I inform the public
under their" present constitution. Would
¦ .
about this one!"
.
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Editors toast Stu-Aand wave bye-bye.
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disposal were drawn up by Ms. Z , ;,
In response to the recent Stndder Day garbage
"
held on the Colby College campus, a riuni- i "of Dana Hall, Colby's vandalism architect.
by Rosy Palmer
be'r of students have come lipwith a f61-;/.;. • ' . Her choices were confirmed
v
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look
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largest;
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News Bureau Update:

Qiseerisly Lan ds Piditzer
by A. P. WaterviUe

' Petered-but Quecnsly of the Colby
Nos,e Bureau has been awarded a Pulitzer
Prize for excellency¦ in investigative
¦ report-'
¦ .
ing."--."' . '. "-/;¦ ;,> ' ' . ".¦' .- . . ¦/ ¦ ,. . . . • .,. ' . : .-' '/ ¦¦..; . -¦'. • .
Said ftueensly, "A versatile young
S-aduate orNOY (None of Your) Business
ollege, I am pleased and honored to accept
:S" V/. ¦- . .- '¦ ¦"
this award."
^
In 1976, 1977, and
, 1978 Queensly
wori the cbveted"W.ho s He?" Award, giyen

yearly to the least known and least important college employee, v
Queerisly's other Accomplishments include 6th grade crossing guard Jand
High School
*v
cheerleader,
:
"In conclusion, I would like to saythat
it's about time I got the recognition I deserve,"
he added in a concise, well-constructed
para¦¦
graph,. ;;>
. ,. ' • . •"" :• '
- .-¦ . " Queensly is the offstring of Mr. and Mrs.
Bland Ojueehsly of 69 Milktoost Ave,, I. itsville, New Jerseyi
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Sports On The Pill

Uses It In Action
by B. Lash Torque

>

Colby wrestler Larry Lefleur , in an exclusive interview with the YECHO,
admitted that he has taken the powerful mind-alterant LSD "every time I put on my
v-.
«
uniform and step onto the mats."
"I don't know how l could get by without acid," [LSD] Lefleur said. "It's
a Godsend in competition because the opponents begin to look like animals, I remember
once at UMO this big goon suddenly turned into a refrigerator and that 'gave me all the
adrenelin I needed to pull his plug out." Although Lefleur claims he has never lost a
match while on the drug, his coach Giles Fromage said "That wacked-out weirdo has
never won a poker hand, much less a match. We keep him around for laughs, but with, a
record of 0 and 34, he's more the team joke than a team member."
. Max Magoo, Colby's sports director, at first denied any knowledge of Lefleur's
drug usage. However, when the wrestler entered Magoo's office during the YECHO inters
view and began screaming "The rug is alive! the rug is alive!", Magoo said 'There's
something very Wrong with this twit." When Lefleur crawled atop Magoo's desk and
attempted to hide under the director's in/out tray, Magoo added "This kid is warped
¦ • ".
definitely .twisted.-Let's get out of here." .
_ .- .. ,.- . Lefl e.ur > after "coming down " from his "trip" said that LSD has been a part
of his life
since his arrival at Colby several years ago.
"t "1' never ^P' ex^Pt during practice and matches. Then again, sometimes I
trip even when
I m not wrestling.But not that much. See, the big thing is that when I'm
tripping, I see very strange things like flying toasters and people with day-glow brains,
and this helps me on the mats because when you see some gorilla dressed m a wrestling
outfit, you better believe you're gonna fight for your life. That's hov^ I won all my fights."
_, "When told that his coach said Lefleur had never won a match, and that his ¦
presence on-the team was strictly for comic relief, Lefleur said, "Of course that's not
true. Every match I've been in has been thrown by the jud ges. But then again , you can't
expect two dogs, a scotchtape dispenser and a fried egg.to officiate fairl y. ' < ' '- ,
. Big Bean RELS (of Angels fame) commented briefly on the precedent of '
Lefleur s drug habits, saying "LSD; acid, crank. mind-melter, what are these things? Is
this something like that whole
Lee business? You know the¦ baseball player who said
¦ ' ¦' Bill
<¦
'
'
" :'
he smokes hemp?"
- «
'
The YECHO traveled with Colby's wrestling team, the Asses, to Boobson
. <"
State College for their fifth meet of the year. Several minutes prior to his match in the
108. pound class, Lefleur was seen pouring himself a cup'of coffee , and taking several
stained sugar cubes from his pocket. Then, for some unknown reason, Lefleur threw the
coffee away and ate the sugar cubes. The reason for his strange behavior soon became
obvious as the wrestler slowly hut surely went into his "trip."He began to stare about
the room at objects which this reporter was unable to see. ;
'
Sometimes Lefleur would laugh h ysterically and in a moment be shivering
from some unknown fear. He pointed to his opponent on the Boobson bench and began
screaming, "You nasty tree, I'D chop you down, I'll chainsaw you to kindling;
I'll burn
¦
.;¦ . - .
-, . v • . .
you
. . ¦ • . " _ . .; ...
¦ up."rt
' ' Lefleur's match was the highlight of the meet as spectators crowded around
the mats and cheered him on. His strangely bloated and flushed face soon became calm
as he bowed to the crowd , repeating "Thank you Mr.'Bird ,vthank you Mr. Chair, arid
most of all, thank you Mr. Rogers.'
'
'.
The atmosphere in the gym was one of tension as Lefleur and his opponent
squared off. Lefleur began the match by running around the other wrestler and squealing
in a piglikc manner. Then it seemed as if an invisible opponent was raining blows down
on the ColbySvrestier and he sagged hack and forth and finally fell to the mat, while his
opponent stood dazed a few feet away. As the Boobson wrestler easily pinned Lefleur to
the mat, the defeated Ass could be heard saying '?You potato chips think you're so smart.
Next time I'll eat you up like a hot car through gtease.
\
rt
On the bus back to Colby, Lefleur began tallcing excitedly of how hehad won
the match. When the coach pointed out that he had lost in the first minute, Lefleur said,
I could tell that damn baked potato would throw the match, did you see the way he
:
wore his sour cream and chives?"
:
¦¦

Colby "Little R ed" Mencher and trainer Gino LaRocca prepare for assault oh Spinks

''iMie mmmm^
Spiiiks In Gyiit

by Coward Cosellrt

Colby's "Little Red " Mencher will
fight former heavyweight champion Leon
. Spinks in a ten round bout in Wadsworth
Gymnasium this Saturday night.
Mencher, a senior at Colby, got his
shot at the heavyweight contender by
virtue of his second round knockout of
Ken Norton in his last fight. "Little Red"
¦' .carries
an impressive 30-0-1 record into
t'
his bout with Spinks.
The road to the top has been tough '¦'¦
•¦', for "Little Red." He has beaten opponents
' in all weight classes on the road to what *
. he hopes-will be a title shot against Muhammad Ali. 'I wanna beat that sucker,"
says "Little Red." "He's the only thing
that stands between ¦me and
the cham' . -... ¦.' ¦ ' • ¦'•
pionship belt.!'
"Little Red's" greatest weapon is
f " his "now you see him, now you don't"
punch. Standing just 5'3" tall; Mencher
will face his opponent , duck a punch ,
run.through his opponent's legs, tap his
opponent s shoulder, and then floor him.
Mencher has scored 29 knockouts through
this method, and no challenger can seem
to stop him.
"Little Red's" trainer Gino La Rocca
said Mencher was in the best shape of his
life. "He's almost bench pressing his
weight (he weighs409#) and he runs
one mile twice a day. We've also brought
lerrv Quarrv in to snar with "Little Red"

Fairbanks Rej ects Colorado;
Will Coach Colby In '79
Reprinted with per mission of the Impertinent News Service:
In a move that shocked the entire
sports world, Chuck Fairbanks, the named
coach, announced today that he yas rejectin g the contract offer from the University or Colorado in favor of moving on to
¦:¦;
Colby College.
rt
"I've always liked the sticks," exRlained Fairbanks; "and Colby is up in
laine so I think it qualifies." Fairbanks
also said he liked the Colby campus and
everything it had to offer .
The Board of Trustees at- Colby approached Fairbanks aft er attempts to lure
woody Hayes out of retirement "liod fail-

ed. Hayes had said earlier; "No way I'll ;
go to Maine , don 't even know where.it
is. Neyer had any ball players come from
there. "
The specifics of Fairbanks contract
with Colby have not been made public.
However, it is believed that Fairbanks will
be given a $250 ,000 a year salary, the Pres
ident's house, and part ownership
¦ ¦ the
¦
¦ . ¦ ,• , of
,
'.; ¦..' •'¦
college...
• •:
# The announcement of the Fairbanks
signing comes on the heels of a Trustee
announcement that tuition charges for '
next year would be increased by $1,000.
¦ The. press conference to announce
t
the signing was held in newly renamed
Fairbanks Gymnasium, 'I

,

••
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because I feel he's almost aS bad as Spiriks
so its good practice for my fighter."
... La Rocca has trained such well- '
known fighters as; "Jelly Bean" Garcia,
"No Punch " Patterson, "Rock Jaw"
Ricardb, and "Smokin' Sam" Fishbeck.
However, "Litde Red" is his first real
contender. .
>
Spinks, when asked to comment
on his opponent, said, "That little honky
is in for the whippin ' of his life. I'll never
be able to go back to the neighborhood
if I lose to that shrimp."Spinks has been
taking Mencher very lightly, smoking
considerable amounts of imported Columbian tobacco
and drinking ten-yearold scotch1 while training for
¦ the fight.
J^omoter "Big Guy. Wisenheimer
is worried that Spinks may not live up
to expectations. 'I was hoping for a classic confrontation, but I truly believe
Spinks doesn't have a chance against
"Little Red"because he's not working
hard enough."
Wisenheimer has put up $50,000
to the winner and a free ride toj the air- '
port in a Giroux Taxi for the loser. '
The fight is the main event for
Wisenheimeirs first professional bouts ' ¦..'
held at Colby. "I felt it was appropriate
for a Colby tighter to headline the first
card at Wadsworth," said Wisenheimer.
,' Tickets for the fight are $50 ringside, $25 reserved seats, and $1.50 for
all Colby students, ..rtrtrtrt-rt-i . .:. . ,' '
••
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Escuela Is Very,
Very, Very, Happy
by Dirk Magpie
Chico Escuela, formerly of the New
York Mets and sportscaster for NBC's
Weekend Update Newsteam, has been
hired by the Athletic Department at Colby to coach next year's baseball team.
Escuela, who hails from Cuba,
played first base for the Mets and was
described as a ''good hit, good field"
player "with a fine young arm." Escuela has been seen most recently as sports announcer for NBC T.V.'s Weekend Update
news program^-- ;r
rt When asked \vhy he accepted the rt"
coaching position at Colby; Escuela, who
is .3.7, saia he was anxious to see moreof
America and also noted that he/was very
interested in seeing Mexico: When informed that Mexico is a small town in
Main e, Escuela merely shrugged, saying, "
"It's all the same to me."_ -.'. - /
Escuela declined to discuss his .
salary, pointing out that there were}still
a few problems with.it. This-reporter
ha.s discovered through reliable sources
..that Escuela may be nolding
¦; ¦/? -¦ out for a>'57 \
Artie
Cat.
"
... ,v ;./ When asked.to comment bn the
new coach, current coach Wally Corvett
said, "Huh?' - When informed that Coach
Corvett did not know who he was, and
could not understand why he was being
hired, Escuela merely srruled and said,
"Baseball 'as been verry, verry, verry
good to me."
'.
>
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The Colby Golf Team captured the
&
5 Division I NCAA Golf Championship h eld
•:•:at the Sitting Bull Public Links in Butte,
6 Montana, outdistancing second place Uni$ versity of Texas by fifteen strokes. It was
George;Sttehbrenner announced tothe first championship for the Mules after
-day that Bffly Ivtotin would be moving on $
§ switching to Division I last year.
.
to Colby Coflege.to Coach the Mules base- $••
Colby was led by Seal Swelch, who
ball team. Steinbrenner made the announce $ shot a course-record 62 on the final day
ment.while having lunch with the new Col- :• of competition. The All-Americanfrom
by president; Bill Cotter, a long-time friend, :):
$ Swampscott , Conn., had a two-day total
;. •;. .; : Terms of the arrangement were' not
:$•:. of 134 to win individual honors by 12
made public but sources close to Cotter
strokes. One coach remarked, "I havenjt
say that the Yankee organization will play ;ii. seen anything like Swelch's performance
$
Martin's salary believed to be $125,000 a
:•:•: since Nicklaus in '56."
year. Considering Colby's 25 game schedThe Mules placed all five of their
ule, Martin will be malarig $5,000 a game, . $
golfers
in the top 20. The overall team
i£
Also included .in the deal are mans
;•:•:'performance was remarkable for the forfor a new soccer field to be called Little ' !$ merly unknown Division III school . HowTainkee Field,!* the building of the Yank. ever, since switching to the top division,
ee Library wing, and the Yankee:lecture ' .:.
manhandled
the
haJs continually
Colby
l&
_*_ *'M- 4_*> a"ir
i J •• • • • • » • • • • • • • • > •
_••¦•¦_•'_ _•_•_•_ •_•_•_•_ *_•_•-»_»_«
series^which will bring prominent sports;
_»*.*_ »_¦_¦
*
figurestp the Colby campus. ^:
Martin could nof .be reached for
comment because he was filming a "Lite"
beer commercial arid
was unable to speak
' ¦. ' .- ¦'^rt ' • : 'rt. ¦
coherently.
Steinbrenner remarked as he left the
meeting, "This is a great day for the pinstripes. Billy will spread the good word of
"Yankee Pride"into a major Red Sox area.
Besides, now that guy (Martin) is Cotter's
"
problem and I can get back to inducing
players into free-agent status so that I can .
' /"
buy them." .
. . ."
Cotter remarked that "the cpaching
situation is in good shape now with the
acquisition of .Martin. Also, George is .paying for most of it, so it won't cost the students anything."
Whatever-the situation appears to be,
one thing is certain. Billy Martin will, be in
the dugout next season. Look out Stilly, the
man packs a mean punch.

opponents. Their two year. Division I
.''record is 33-1 with the only loss coming
at the hands of the University of Alaska
. in a match held in Anchorage last fall.
Studley Fan-ning was third overall . . ¦
and second tor Colby with an even-par total . )
total of 144. Hay D'aby placed seventh
overall with a score of 148 followed by
: Silby Wilky who. had a 150 total. The
other Colby golfer , Bishop Peter, finished with a score of 158.
Colby coach Whit Whitrriarker was
overjoyed with his team's performance.
"See what a litde coaching will do," he
said. "I couldn't have done it without the
team, though. They deserve some of the
credit."
Next year, the Mules will be defending their title a little closer to home
at the Skowhegan "Municipal Country
Club._rt
v.
.*?*:•_•• »' •• :•• ' •• • • *_ » .* • • • • •.*-•-•-•.•_ •_ »_•.»_•.•-•_•_•_.•.•_.•_•.*.•.•.•.•.•_.•-•-•_•.•_•_*•.•_ •.

McGee; Cotter Confront ation
Expected On Baseball Coach

by Mixx TJpp
In what appears to be the first real
confrontation between newly-elected -rt
president Bill Cotter and Athletic Director Dick .McGee, the baseball coaching
situation has been thrown into a scramble
irt the past week.
rt
Cotter, in a lunch meeting with ; ¦
George Steinbrenner at Club 21 in New '
York, agreed to have Billy Martin assume
head baseball coaching duties for what
he termed, "the betterment of Colby Col. ' . .'" / . rt' r
t rt
lege," - :
Meanwhile in Waterville, McGee
apparently agreed to terms with Chico
Escuela to taue over tlie baseball team
next season. McGee; when informed of
Cotter's decision, said, "olv really." v
This looks to.be Cotter's first real
problem as president of Colby. When ,"'¦ ¦
asked to comment he said, "I'm going ¦
on safari and we will discuss it wnen I -¦'¦¦• ¦' ¦
get back." rtrtrt, .- - . - .;,..rtrt ; -' : '" " '' - " '¦
__ .'J^Jrtini wa? fifisdiyjrjracked down
Roy's Bar on Fiftfi~Avenue in New York
and was told ,the ;news. Martin said, "Where

the hell is Colby anyway? I'm supposed
to manage the Yankees in 1980 so I
couldn't coach at Colby." When told that
Steinbrenner had arranged for Martin to
be the baseball coach for the Mules he
said, "that lousy son of a b—h , I'd like to
kickj usass."
Martin ordered another drink and
asked, "Why go to Colby?" This reporter
then told him that his salary at Colby
called for roughly $5,000 a game. Martin
replied, "I can't be bought like that lousy
son of a b~h."
Escuela on the other han d was not
as livid as Martin. All Chico would say
was, "basebal) has been verry, verry good
to me and !been verry, verry good for
baseball." . ';. •
The outcome of this debate has
further complications because the present Colby baseball coach has yet to be
released. "This is the first I've heard
about any of this;" he said.
Robert Anthony, chairman of the
Board of Trustees commented, "We.
don't emphasize sports here at Colby so
as far as I'm concerned there is no problem."

{ • '. Leflefflphl tycid, '* easily pinned at Boobson 'dol lege^f-'

McGee (left) paces before big shuffleboard match with Whitmore (right)

McGee Outlasts Whit In
Shtiffleboard Tourney
In the first annual Colby Athletic
Department Shuffleboard Challenge; Athletic Director Dick McGee defeated Dick •
Whitmore in the. finals 21-19.
McGee ha<I reached the finals defeaing coaches Tom Kopp and Mickey Goulet.
Whitmore reached the finals by virtue of
wins over Richard Bell, Dick Taylor, and
Gene Delorenzo.
The highlight o^ the early round
matches was the McGee, Kopp match.
With Kopp leading 19-17 and a. clear
score of seven left to give him a victory, ,.
he decided to punt on his fourth disc
and made a feeble effort.
McGee, his back to the wall and
feeling thc pressure, decided to "go/for
it." McGee slammed his disc down thc
court blasting Kbpp's point scoring disc
from the court scoring four points for
himself, this gave him a 21-19 victory,
< "¦ .
movinginto the finals.
'
_^ Whitmore reached the final s with a
win" over Coach Bell that wasn't even "a
match. Whitmore destroyed his opponent
21-10 by stepping up thc tempo and getting his challenger over-excited.

¦v¦ ¦
.

'

Whitmore was psyched for his match
and Bell, his adrenalin flowing, continually
overshot the scoring area. Whitmore, sensing victory, had to be seatbelted to a chair
to keep from physically harassing official
Bob liwell.
,In the finals, McGee used his experience and knowledge of die game to take
an early lead. Whitmore, on the brink of
defeat, responded with a flurry of points
to tie the match at 19 apiece.
McGee, exercising a definite psycheout tactic, asked match official Ewell to
restrain
¦¦ . ¦•¦ Whitmore by "belting him in."
After the harness had been placed
around Whitmore's waist, McGee calmly
threw his next disc down the court to
score the winning points,
In defeat, Wnitmore was extremely
calm. "I can 't win them all ," he sa'id, "how
ever, it would have been nice to be the best
shuffleboard player in thc department."'
TheTiew annual event drew 500
students who sat in awe as thc coaches
displayed superb handling of the shuffleboard sticus and excellent placement
of shots.
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Ph oiogimpf ty
The Colby Photographers have done it again. Their• new exhibitio n, entitled "Infantile
Photography, "' op ens Sundav on the second flobr Roberts Union gallery. Entries , by
^
some of Colbys most inept and unknown photographers. This sho
the recent Bixler art show which refused to accept photographs. This exhibition may
;;
give us some, insight as to why.
.- ; ;. .;.v.• -/ ¦ • .., / ;/. ;;'i.'
!¦___¦—^-______ -__ -________ -_-i^____-_-________________ i«__..__^______a__^_^_a_BiH_________a___a_____^__i

^
rt .
..
rt

Members' of the A rt Department recently unearthed this letter in a for ^
gotten corner of thei Bixle.-attic during their 'annual spring cleanup. It. 'is- '
rumored that the man in We letter,
, whoever he is± once attended Colby. ' ¦ •
'< However, Prof , Carpenter ' mam" ¦' ' . :rt '.
tains that ifhe did , he never took
Baby Art, ,;.: .;' , rt- ;. > ., ;;" .. !" , ."

:;
¦::¦¦'¦¦0
.¦ ; -^rt^T'^rtirt ^?-K June' i^Qi:
..
' .; " . ' : ; ... -;:.;. ., .;. ; j

. .. . Pictured above is Colby 's next President-elect, Bill "voo-doo"' Cotter, straight front
deepest darkest Af rica , In hf s spare time. Cotter is a patro n of the arts , enjoying such activities as face painting and basket weaving. '
^.rvrt:rt; ;.rt ; ,w- rt../rt rt- ..' . . rti;. . :. - - :'."'

Michelangelo
;. v:. ,/- / . rt rt rtrty
-, Florence, Italy ". . r
"rt . -:- rt- 'rt subcontracting.'Thc law demands <
t '-''
"/,•¦ that you leave part of the project; to
'
'. '¦¦ Dear Michelangelo,/ 'rt
"
i
untried and independent painters ;
'•
.. ".;;? ¦ especially nbh-Chrisfciahs. We axe com; " r 'X''. . 'rt Thank you for the proposal ;. ; : v rt . .;,mitted. to artistic opportunities for ; ; rt^'rt ; -rt
,:
¦'¦'.'.; suggesting that you paint the ceiling ; ;
:' ' everyone, regardless of ieli^ous butr 'rt ;/ ?t
.
t ;.;:.; look,;ahd we ho^yoVi^ee.^ rt
' ;rt ¦'¦!"' " '; ;:
I¦ of the Sistine Cnapei; It will be for- rt'' :•. ¦' ¦/ ' '-r
frt^V^
¦
,
;.
.
warded to the grant review panel and .
,,' . Yburl'pib^o_al-^ves:hb:hiht'.rt:'rt';^^. ¦
¦' ¦•'¦ a final decision will be made by the
; ' that you've:ascertained/rieeds.
'We^v /rt :..';rt'' :':-^ .'.
CBP Board of Directors. Meanwhile, . ' ¦. . doubt, for instance,.that people really rtrtrt
:
. we have been chosen to monitor and ,
j " want the Crc«^
' :/ enforce some hew;policies; arid your
. ' / rtr cehter of thc'ceiling.Something frbhi vrtv
cooperation would expedite ratters;.; , , / r t .V ftliie NewTestameiht^uld;jprobably . irti • rt i- '
¦•
vrt :, ./ '/- r^.First;we'^bte'that^ebu;
^^ipioxe, appropriate; Absent i-Jso fromrt
'
;
'
includes moneyfbir/scaffbldlng sqv7,^'';'.-;; .;rt'!:: ;rtme proposal were the names of those • : ' - 1- ;
staff feelitliati i;; ; ; : i , ; ; .|rt whbwould serwbr\-ypur.cbrhihuhity
: -fev.
eral members
,
; of the
• ; the;pr<^cct' w6uId';bie IeM..exp>nsivert,rtrtrt;'S:rt.^dvi_biry'.b bard ..in thcfdcisighai.d.eM
;.
rtv ifthe scaffoldii^ were eliridnated;;'^
:rt:';uti6h'bf.the',p airiiing^^
¦
¦
¦
1
'
this
rt (Research support^
su^tlbh^/.- '/.rt'irt ; ' rtiire how ireqin>ed,'an d'A members v : r t ...•/ •;
' Tests have shown thidtpeople gerier-: ¦;'• ' ;.-rt<v " rt should be representativeibf' Christiairi-rt
at arti ihirtedd , ; . ; rtv vity-/ ||i. gwielral. !;- ;$$!dl .^
ally dori'tlbbk upwwd
¦;, //most
'seem\.tb']66Tklh;hbrizbhtal diifT 1K
^^rtrt'rt^ Finaliy^Wie willihavetbladjust !4;^- '' //' v ' : '
•/¦ ¦¦/ .ectioris.:F^that^iisbh^welibpe:;virt'':!/:;rt'' '/ -:/ 'the budget item labeled^. •compensa-rt/.v :r
t^
; you'll consider' painting something rt rt : rt tibn;^becdusii|i riiewirequiremeht for- v
^
. like a wall instead of a ceilinff-sucn ?, " > ) ; ; [~i bids your, eor
iiing^wlary greater than rt ^^ v^ ^, :
,.; /: that: of an.Archbishbp irt^lwrtrtwrt '::i'rtrtrt-;:':'v .;;:rt.
f as the two^murals ybu did with Mr. ¦ ; ¦
1 <\ 6a. Vinci f or , thcrcity ' of ;; Elewhce.);i *''; ' '
^rtrt 'rtrtA-i'sbpri as;we' receive^theaddedrtrtrtrt ;; ¦.
>
:!';' ,' rt' N rt!'We^dlso'q'UMtibnlthetlme' :fmme : :; / :ry^ i. 'i hfoi'matibhandjustificatidnii^
¦V of four years^Moist painters jvbrk more^^^
/i
^
) ' quickly than that, even'bh;tlieir backsirtrtrt
: ' ; .rt'an d a'significftnteffic^
realizedTifyou hurricd the;^6rkabit^ i> :¦¦
:r1;
'¦- :' "' ;;;; :..r.That'brlnRS updhe matter of rt rt "4: ':•' '';• . . ^ ,rt CBP, Proposal Screening Apartment; ; •
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Special Collections
^
'
'
' ' ' ' ' ' ' 'fi el^Bfo^tage
':~"- \
In a daring attempt-last week, J.
Frederic Fox held the Special Collections
Room hostage for twelve tense hours.
Claiming he wanted to make th<° Colby
community more aware of Special Collections, Fox held prisoners such is Rolls
Royce and Eddie A. Robins
against their
¦
'
-

•of Maine at Oreo examined them and found
'them to be the missing link to the Dead
Sea Scrolls.

Known throughout the community
as a quiet , pleasant man, Mr. Fox's actions
were termed "unusual" by his fellow col- '
leagues. Iri an attempt to reach the hostages, the Waterville police created a daring plan to tunnel .under Miller Library
and up a forgotten elevator shaft to the
Special Collections Room.

At that moment, the police swarmed
into the; Special Collections Room, capturing Mr. Fox. Eddie,' Rolls and the others
were unhurt. Mr. Fox.was led but through
the crowd of reporters, and spectators
shouting, "Eddie! Rolls! Don't let them
take me away!"

.will. ;. . .-

": \

'- .

..

.- . .

Digging feverishly through the
night, B & G reached the building's foundation near dawn. One of the shovels
struck something, and the men passed up
a package wrapped in dusty, decayed cloth.
Opening itj the police and college officials
discovered a set of scrolls written in strange
symbols . A specialist from the University

Meanwhile, Mr. Fox was still holding
the police at bay. When informed of the
find , he shouted but, "I know it's a hoaxyou can't fool me-ha, ha!"

Mr. Fox was tried by the Stu-Joke
<Board and found guilty di terrorist activr
ities. He was sentenced to four years of .
Sweiler's food.
'.;- . - > *
At the next Stu-A meeting, J ack X
suggested that the scrolls be named after
President Strider. The motion was passed,
with only one abstention from a skeptical
Clod Marshmallow.
-rt

Donkin 'Joins Colby Dancers
Isad ora Dunkm f' ormerl y of the Dunkin ' Donuts Dance Troup and Coffe e Shop
will join the Colby Dancers in ibe fall. Miss Dunkin 's presence with the Colby Dancers is quite a coup f o r the young trouf l as she is internationally known and admire d.
She will conduct Master Classes featuring some of her most fam ous steps, among them
the J elly Roll and Glazed Twist,
..:k::«::k:.km.:.:: ^
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Pulitzer Prize winning poet Ima Sadist
will read f rom bis new book "Does That Hurt? "

? at 8 p f "- B°b'In Room> MUler ' ¦

LiTra%7

Social Lif e Prese nts ; Lawrence Welk
and Viki Carr tn concert , Wa dswort h Gym
Sun. May 6. Tickets; We 'll pay you to come!

"'

*
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S^ Art ^^JMF ^x V ^J
TO A BOUTIQUE \ Vfr «£0

^
Vesper Concert : A special additi on to ;
the Bach series at Colby. Dr, Adelaide H iney
will pre sent "Bacch -anale " a t midni g ht ,¦ Sun.
¦' ' ¦'
•
May 6 on Runnals Hill.
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Exquisite All-Cotton Blouses
& Skirts from India
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Sterling Jewelry from
Around tho World

gm
^«

Baskets,Boxes,Knicknacks
* Curiosities fromfevory whore

^5

_____¦ '

ArtsFestival Winner
J ohn Polemeo , '81 , proudly disp lays his work titled "Yachts at ArguentiJ" which
won first place in the Student Arts Festival , When asked about his uni que medium
(mustard on sweatshirt) Pb lemco responded , "Well, what good is a pic ture if i t iust
hangs on t he wall all t he t ime?

Senior recital, Dana Soviet, '79,
vMperform "The S tar-Spangled Banner ""
on his elbow tlMFr idayat %p,m .
McPar tland Mus ic Sh ell, ; , in the rt
Film Direc tion Presents: "Gone Wit h ,
the Wind. " This f i l m was written and directed
by Ameri cans and contains no socially stgmficant message.
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The YECHO Spe aksOut
As we gasp for our last breaths, we feel the need to express our opinion concerning the recent suicide of the entire editorial staff.' As the Stu-A and the remainder
of the student body grieves over the demise of the most dearly loved, respected, honored,
and humble eight students on campus, it becomes the YECHO's responsibility to place
the credit where it is due.
Margaret Blunders, the YECHO's beloved leader (referred to as "Mom") is.
responsible for the entire mess. We do not hold anything against "Mom"for not telling
the rest of us that the Grape Drink was indeed poisoned.
We respect her desire to take us along with her in her personal vendetta
against Stu-A, and willingly sacrificed our young and hopeful careers and expectations.
It is a junior editor's duty to follow his or her superior's every whim, no matter how
kinky ...

Male Superiority
The YECHO feels strongly about the recent Stu-A decision to change
the Stu-A officers titles from.Chairman to Chairperson. The YECHO cannojc condone
this blatent neglect of the obvious superiority of the male population. It is absurd to
even imagine that "women" could assume an equal role in our society, much less in
our awesomely important student government, rt
To move to a larger sphere, let us consider the Presidency of the United
States. How many times in the last 200 years has a woman ever reached a place of
"dominance in our society? The answer is obvious. Never!
The YECHO suggests that the Stu-A solve the problem by allowing only male
students a seat on the Board .This would prevent a sticky problem with the titles that
has been a difficulty in the past. .
, ' frornIn an effort to get the ball rolling, the YECHO has decided to remove all
females
important YECHO positions. Women may remain as typists and proofreaders on the condition that they always wear dresses while workingW0™* S
h
not in important offices
in any govetSnf^ ^
??*
. *'" ^ <>^,

Spring has finally arrived-f irst whale sighted on J ohnson Pond

HLft rt't-Ut.'

Outrag ed!
The Echo'is disgusted and dismayed by this outragethat has been allowed
to perpetuate itself in the guise 'of seemingly responsible behavior while the innocent innocently plod on in their dull dutifullness subjected to the callous and cruel
carelessness necessarily inherent in this outrage that has been allowed to perpetuate
itself in the guise of seemingly responsible behavior while the innocent plod on.

Innocent!
While the innocent innocently plod on in their dull dutifullness subjected to
the callous and cruel carelessness necessarily inherent in this outrage that has been
allowed to perpetuate itself in the guise of seemingly responsible behavior.
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Margaret Saunders
Christopher Morrill
Nick Mencher

The ELITE
Available Editor
Party Editor
Short Editor
Arts Edito r
Sports Edit or
Missing Edit or
Sleep ing with the Editor
Reproduction Manager
Business Mismanager
False Advertising Manager
Constipatio n Manager

Jane Eklund
Art Fartsy
Jaque Strappe
Philippa Kirby

Pat Trunzo
Lucy Nichols

Mike Donahue
Don Lavoie
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• Scott Lehigh , Rod Marshall, Jay Otis, Glen Coral, Brenda Bowen, Eric Ertrnan,
Matt Donanue.
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Professors Rainbow, Bassethound , Nolongercurrant, Mizcr, Manicottii lima '
Sadist, Dr. Seuss, Sleepy Don, Aren'tchagoingbald, Nolongerwitham, Colon
Magoo, Sweetie, Kooties.
,

.

:

.

Laid-out :
Cheryl Ladd, "Sperm " Linsey, Liz Shack-up, Gilda Radner, "Noodles,"Cheryl
Teigs, FarraH Bulford , Robert Redford , Tom the "Murf ," Dave from the Sent*'
'
. nC l'.
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¦ .- > .
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Minnie Minolta, Oliver Olympus, Candy Kodak, Patty "One-Step" Polaroid ,
Larry Leika, Peter Pentax, Mungo Miranda , Neil Nikon.

Photography*
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Dear Sir,
Phonetic spelling is a fine ideal, and
there is no need to worry about whose pho .
netics get used. Every beggar can use his own
Dyrr Srr,
and this way the correspondence columns will
Fnettik spellinz u foin oideal, n thrzz
with the accounts of all the regions of
nor need t wrrybeit hooz fnettix git yoozd. echo
Maine.
There's one trouble, though , most of
Evry bggrr en yooz iz orn, n thik wei d corthe
old
chaps what talks with regional diarspondns colmz L ekoo wivi axcents v orl d
lects proper got educated when they was kids
reejunz v Mne. Drrz wun trubl, voow; moos
and they can spell the old way. Like we says
v di orl chaps wot tbrx d reejunoo diolex
proprr got edikeitid wen dey woz kidz n dei. down in Gloucester, thee can t teach an old
en spel di orl wei. Loik wee sez dein Glossrr , "dog new tricks. Especially when it's the young
de kassnt teech n orl dog noo trix. Speshli wen pups what want teaching, look.
Why they can't talk proper nor write
its d yung pups wot wont teechin, look.
proper neither. Even if the teachers can get
Woi, dei caant tork proprr nrr roit
them to write like this - and ordered there
}>roprr naivr. Eeven if d teechrrz ge'm t roit
oik dis - n drrd ay t bee roowz n enventshunz, to be rules and conventions and new letters,
both of what takes teaching - they'd all come
n noo lettrrz, borf u wot teix teechin-deid
out sounding like Mick Jagger.
or cum eit seindin loik dat Mik Jaggrr.
Mind-you, sir, it wouldn't half brightMoind yoo, Srti twoodnorrf broitnup
en up the pages of your paper if the corresd peijiz v yrr peiprr, if d cbrrspondnts colmz
pondence took on the aspect of an antholotook on di aspek v n anfoloji v Viktori'n
gy of Victoria! dialect poets: but we have to
doilek-pooets: bu wee av t rimembr dt dei
remember that they used the rules of spelljst
loikoi
av
t
in
yoozd di roowiz v spellin,
dis lettrr. Moi Grandad cum frm Corrnwww, ing just like I have to in this letter. My grandad came from Cornwall and he didn't write
n ee din roit wiv n aksent. Dats ow ee' wz
eibw t.koort moi Gran, n marri u. Shee wz
with an accent. That's how he was able to
Oirish, n dei coon unrstand eech uvrr torkin
court my gran and marry her. She was Irish
fr yrrs. Dei yoost t roit t eech uwrr t meik
and they couldn't understand each other
^drr meenin kleer, loik oi am t dee. Dattl orl
talking tor years. They used to write to *'
lorst if wee orl roits loik dis.
each other to make their meaning clear, r'
¦bee
¦ ¦ ¦rt- ' - ' ,rt :' . rt rt flsfi _ &
like I am to thee.
.
That'll all be lost if we all writes like
this>
Yours Faithfully ,
Dear Mr. Seilerf
?
The Squire
.
I would like to thank the Sellers for
v u v . M i n g e v e u g g u o g g o o o o Q O g.g g o o
all the great food they have served this :
Some ,of ybu may recognize mf name j
rear. No kidding, it was really good and
hope the quality remains the same next
. a few may even know me j most of you
year.
probably aren't even aware that I exist,
Spaghetti and mystery meat sauce
physically or spiritually.
is especially terrific. It is so'good that I
During the January Program of 1978
could cat it seven days a week) but the
I designed and constructed a small but
most times you ever serve it is five times
powerful spacecraft cannhle of intergalactic
a week. The veal cutlets that you serve
space travel.The crafr ,s launched shortfrom 6s00 to 7:00 every night iri Roberts
ly after Spring Carnival 18 from a hidden
are also very tasty. They make great sandsite on Runnals Hill.
wiches and sometimes I douse them in
Although my destination was the
mayonnaise for a little added pleasure.
Andromeda galaxy, I was forced to make ,
Breakfast has been fine all year.
an emergency landing on a small but cozy
The two types of eggs every morning give
planetoid in a solar system just below Onon's
me the variety I need. On those cold winbelt. At present I'm trying to carve a meanter mornings, the hot cereal really stuck
ingful existence out or this celestial fronto my bones (and anything else it touch- / ¦tier, living a simple life with nothing but
ed). The bacon and sausage are so deliciwild herbs and fruit for my sustinence.
ious that even when I get to lunch , I can
. ¦ '•; ' . . . The orimary purpose of tliis letter
still taste them.
is to dispell the rumors that I had Indeed ;
Speaking of lunch , I wish to comierished somewhere in intergalactic space,
mend you on the outstanding array of
f 'd like to reassure you that I am very much
different types of sandwiches. I never
alive and if all goes as planned. I predict
knew harri had so many purposes but ybu
a splashdown in Johnson Porta sometime
seem to keep inventing new ways;of using
• ¦' " !'. ' .
in early M. - '
Until then keep_watching the sky...
Thanks again', ,' I just can 't find enough
To Whom It May Concern: .
to say.
,
rt
• Sihccrely yours,
Satisfied and fulfilled!
Mai. Gary Smith
Horace E. Meat
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a)79 b)80 c)81 d)82

.
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» 2. Sex
i
a)male b)female c)yes
»
'
r 3. Do you consider premarital sex
a)immoral b)necessary c)life-sustaihing d)dangerous
|

<
\
.

L 4. Do you read any of the following pornographic magazines?
a)Playboy b)Penthouse c)Playgirl d)Nationd Geographic
\i

j
1

;

> 5. Do you engage in casual sex?
r
-a)often 5)never c)not enough

" - " -" '

t -

,

'

-.

, i
<

- ".- <<

[ 6. Do you consider your sex life ,
a)active b)deficient c)painful d)had the mumps
'
^
} 7. When do you engage in sexual activities?
.
a)mornings b)afternoons c)evenings d)Millertime

'

\
*

|8. What is your favorite aphrodisiac?
a)alchohol b)manjuana c. cocaine d)chocolate jimmies
|

~

~

*

' "^—
-

—
» ( 13. If you returned
to your room and found your roomate engaged in
' i "Sexual activities would you >
a)leave *' b)stay and watch
c)join in
\
1 _ 14. Do you consider yourself
,
a)heterosexual
,
b)homosexual
c)trysexual
(those
who try but
|
"
don 't get any)
!
15. What sexual aids do you use? ' .
. a)vibrators b)K-Y jelly
c)whips and chains . d)orgasmaton
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Enj oy your
summer break
without
going hroke.
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URGENT: Will whoever stole
my reserve supply of No Doz please
. return it to me before the weelcend.
Reward and no questions asked. See
Murf on the third floor of Zete.

Found-one large, cuddly, female sheep.-cute eyes. If not claimed
in 48 hoursrfinder s keepers. Greg,
extension 576.

' ¦--- ' / ;^**^ ^ '
¦' •i'
.___0^ '- '• ¦ -T HE

rtWr .-- ' ..¦mp .:, ; ,..
kJFO ^

Personal-Martha, please come
home, the dog isn't mad at you
anymore, Eric.

¦

, Help Wanted!Applications for the position
j of Bean of Faculty are now being accepted by
] the Bored of Lustees. No experience necessary
applicants should be familiar with the orij but
ins
of the U.S. iriissile program and the particug
.\
< lars of the location of the Bean of Faculty's of4 fice. We retain the right to discriminate in our
\ employment practices.
]
-' : Available-Attractive, well-built, 22 yearold
female blonde who desires sexual relationj
j ships with men of the same background. I have
< experience in S & M, Mazzola, whipped creme,
j bondage, and group sex arid would De open to
i further endeavors m these and other fields. Prices
. negotiable. Contact Jan at extension 623.

Please return this survey to Bean Gillespie's office .
___,
__h __fc __f_i_r__ ii i<_i _fh_ rTh ____i _ft _f
t rl^ -*- — -*- -— -*_ ^ !t^ _r, a
_>

The furniture is back! We are
.now offering a reward for information leading to the recovery of the
original $50 reward. Contact: Bean's
. Office , Stu-J members, Campus
Security or the Student Activities
office.

.. . Found-Stanley R. Rafferty,
dass of '57, in the 3rd floor men's
robrri in Roberts. Any information
leading to the location of next of
kin would be appreciated .
¦/ ¦ ' . Lost-^one large, cuddl female
y
sheep. Last seen in the vicinity of
DKE. I miss her very-much,please
return her before I burst from frustration. Call Joe at 872-9868 or
extension 551.

<
<

9. Do you enjoy sex most in groups of
^
a)one b)two c)three
d)cast of¦thousands
^.
'
|JO. What do you consider sexually abnormal?
a)ora,I sex b)bondage
c)S & M
d)whipped cream
|
is the average age of your sexual partners?"
> 11. What
"
ji)18
d)12
, , b)20 rtc>22
>
1
—
> 12. Would you consider yourself a sexual
a)expert b)intermediate c)novice d)pervert
»
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time on your hands but not much money. Well,
you can still enjoy your break without going broke.
Just catch a Greyhound and split.
For just a little cash you can do a whole new
scene this summer. Go see the family, visit with
friends,or maybe just cruise around the good old
U.S. of A.
Greyhound goes most anywhere you might
; want to go, so Go Greyhound and enjoy your
: break without going broke.
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Use Greyhound' s Ameripass for unlimi ted
travel anywhere Greyhound goes in the U.S.
and Canada.
$ 99.50 for 7 days $149.50 for 15 days
$199.50 for 30 days $.8.00 for daily extensions
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This.has got to be the hardest job
that an editor of the Echo has to do. I've
thoroughly enjoyed it all; it has been a
fantastic experience._ But none of it would
have Been possible without the tremendous staff I had to work with. The most
difficult part of all is expressing my thankin these few, inadequate words.
I firmly believe the Echo has come
a long way in recent years, and .l think all
those who have worked so hard to make
the paper into the quality Echo that it is
today nave a right to be proud of their
accomplishments.Without the-proofreaders, typists, layout people, and photographers, ndne ~ of this would have been possible. My heartfelt thanks to all of youespecially to those members of the -'Wednesday team" that had to put up with all
our frantic demands, no matter now impossible they seemed. Special thanks go
to Ace Typist Cathy Fiske-we couldn't
have made it without her.
The Editorial Board has been particularly strong this semester ."We've all
worked well together, and bur product
has been better because of it. The interesting fact is that we never, or rarely,
agreed on anything. But we were able to
discuss our viewpoints, and hammer out
compromises', evep if it took until 7:30
p.m. (our printing deadline) to do it. Our
differences proved to be complimentary,
instead of alienating.. .
• ' ; - -' : -: : '
Chris Morrill nias been the most amazihg managing editor. I would have
been totally lost without his lay-out knowledge and skills. Today the paper looks
sharp and impressive, because of him. He.is
Mr. -Organized himself~a trait'I continually
kid him about, but one that has been.,
invaluable to the paper. I don 't think the
Echo had ever been on tithe to the printers
before this semester. Chris is the one who
has been responsible for putting the entire operation bh a smooth schedule; thereby ensuring its consistency* and minimizing the number of errors committed. He
has pu]t a tremendous amount of time into
the paper* in all aspects, and it is much
the better for his touch.. I am also grateful
for his friendships-one¦ I¦have
, valued a great
' deal. ' .:¦
' ¦. " ¦'¦ ¦' <¦ ' ,' .-

- .. Robert Pack, poet, scholar, critic,
Director of the Bread Loaf Writers ' Conference; will read fro m his poems this
Thursday evening; May 3, at 8 pirn, in \
the Robmsph Ropm of Miller library.
Mr. Pack teaches at Middlebury College*
is a.former Fulbright Fellow, and his
books of poems includei Guarde d by
Women, Nothing but Light and Keeping
Watch. H e has published three books ; /'¦
of poems for children; a critical study '
of Wallace Stevens , and is co-editor of
the impbrtJurt anthdlogy New Poets of'
England and America.ltic's currently at •
work on Waking to My Name and New
and Selected Poems; and ' a critical work
on Wordsworth. Admission¦ to the reading is free.rt/ .'rtrt , '' / - ' • '
v ! - ^ reminder: Th e Colby Writer's ;
Series will conclude with a reading by
C61by!s own David Walker , author of rt'
'Moving Outi\6n Tuesday*. May .8 at 8ii; E.nu; in the Robinson Roomi . Admission
, iee.rtrtrt v :rtrtrtrt . 'r t r tr tr
trt. ;rt.rt :; v ,
'JV . v&'/ iiMj rt iV.^

. . . . Nicholas T. Mencher has been a "con- .
sistently excellent writer, creative headboard for arline thinker, and sounding
ticles and editorials.v His ideas have kept
thejpaper going. As Executive Editor, Nick
took tne harried office in his stride Wednesday afternoons and helped us remain
sane. I was .continually impressed with the ,
thorough manner in which he writes his ;
stories. When you asked him to do something, he 'd do it, and every possible angle
to the article would be covered. Nick is
responsible for urging us to come out on.
Sunday to announce the new president.
He put in twice the.horrnal afnount of
work that week-but it was worth it to get
the news to the students as it happened.
I am grateful to him.
Jane Eklund is one of the most tfr
liable, capable persons I've ever known;
As news editor she came up with good,
solid stories week after week. Her own reporting never failed in its excellence. If,
per chance, someone couldn't come through
with an article, Jane could be counted on
to step in and see it through. Fortunately
for us, Jane's humor has kept us going. Her
cream cheese and apple jelly sandwiches
have also kept me going on those busy
nights when there was no time to stopshe makes die best there is. And I appre/.
ciate it.
Sue Whalen took on the job as Arts
Editor with litde experience; and quickly
proved her merits. Her pages have been interesting and varied, and she herself has been
more than dependable. On top of all of
these duties, she has also served as "head
typist," managing that staff with ease. '
Sam Weiser's experience has been a great
help to me all along. He has single-handedly contributed a comprehensive Sports
section to every issue that never failed in
its professionalism quality. Since my knowledge of sport is a little less than adequate,
I have had to trust his judgement-he has
hot let me down. Thanks, thanks-to bot,h
Sue and Sam.
, „¦ Pat Trunzo has done what few have
dared to do before-and succeeded far beyond all my hopes. Because of him, the
photography in this semester's paper has

Due to the Teamster s stnke, the
shipment of Spring Carnival T-shirts has
not yet arrived. Therefore, there will be
no official T-shirt for spring carnival this
year. The Spring Carnival Committee
apologizes to those who wanted them.
.
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Social Life presents a double dance
band concert this Saturday night in Wads" >
worth Gym;
Wanted : WateryUle summer residents
to do data entry on computer for pay. Call
Dr. Lester at 873-1131, X366.

Rpomliraw will rt
rt ___ ^B'Wrc
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at 5 :p0pm Thursday (Instead
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been singularly excellent. It was his idea
to print art photos on the front and editorial pages. This has .enhanced the aesthetics of the paper tremendously, and I
am extremely pleased about that. News
photos were always in on time this semester, never once holding up production
as in past semesters. Pat also took the time
to tram new photographers, and to initiate them into the art. As a result, the photographers -will be in a good position .f or
next year. The man has been a wonder to
nie as well-^a constant source of support
and friendship. Thank you.
Philippa Kirby took on the difficult ,
frustrating task of Features.Editor. I appreciate her efforts
, often made in the face
¦
of adversity. ' •« • '
f•
Lucy Nichols has been a persistently compentent production manager. She
is amazing at taking care of all those annoying little "details " that are so essential.
Mice Donihue has kept us running
financiall y. Although he rarely put in ah
appearance at the office (he probably
couldn't find it), he kept the books straight
from his own "office" in Taylor. Seriously, Mike, thanks. ' ..pon Lavoie kept the money coming in, with his financial wizardry in gat

Photo by J ohn Eginton
nering ads for the paper. He came through
every week, and did his work very well.
Wayne Gambotz, who had to deal
with an errant computer and a bungling
bureaucracy in the U.S. Post Office , came
through quite well.
Phil Lee's enthusiasm was a boost
' to tHe staff. My personal thanks go to him
for covering the union stories, along with '
other ih-depth articles, with great objectivity and perserverence.
Editor Emeritus Liz Shackford has
been a wise counselor and friend all along.
Her insightful comments aided in many a .
crisis situation, as. did her companionship.
Finally, I am pleased to announce
that next year's Editor-in-Chief is Chris
Morrill. He was elected under our new
system of choosing Editors, and has great
support from the staff. He is a capable,
talented person who wiff do an excellent
'job with the paper. Editors always worryabout the future good of the paper. I
won't have to; the Echo is in competent
hands.
Again, thank you all. It has meant
a lot to me.

MKS

Student Judiciary Report
Late one night early last week ,
two male students were apprehended
by two members of the Colby Security
force.
The bean 's office levied five
charges on the students which the Student Judiciary Board reorganized into
two separate charges. Both students
were charged with disorderly conduct
of differing degrees and one was charged
with simple assault (unwanted touching and threatening use of abusive lang-'
uagc of two security officers) . The recommended sanctions
of the board are
¦
asfollows: ' ¦ . - .
1) A period of social probation
ending at Christmas break in the academic year 1979-80.
2 ,' ' ' rt
,1;
2) Three letters of apology to
specific persons involved in the incid-rt
ent. \.". ' i: '"tr, , ".-; --' .' - k;S ¦' ¦ ' V ' - .• ':'
3) A letter of information to
the students regarding the incident
and its causes.

The recommended sanctions
pertain equally to both students.
In our view, the incident was
caused and escalated by some basic
levels of disrespect. Namely, disres"
pect for the property that we all have
an interest in here at Colby and disresjpect and discourtesy for the security
officers who were attempting to petform their duties, which in this case,
were following up on a call. Both students were "wasted," but being inebriated does not give a person the right *
to be disrespectful on any ditterent
level than when a person is stone sober.
The case did not deal specifically with
respect or lack of it. But had a civil
amount of respect been exhorted by
these students, expecially toward the
security officers, this case would probably never have materialized. Please .
consider the point in all your dealings
here at Colby.
Student Judiciary Board
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